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I. LARGE-SCALE GEOTECTONIC FEATURES
OF BAHIA STATE
Sio Francisco Craton
Throughout Brazil, the effects of the Transamaz6nico (c.
2.0 ± 0.2 Ga) and Brasiliano (c. 900 - 500 Ma) cycles are
widespread. In current Brazilian usage, the term "craton" is of-
ten applied to crustal blocks which became consolidated during
the Proterozoic and were not subjected to deformation during the
Brasiliano cycle.
The Sao Francisco craton (Almeida, 1967, 1977) is one of
the larger cratonic units in Brazil (Fig. 1), and underlies or is ex-
posed throughout most of Bahia State (Fig. 2). It is partly sur-
rounded by fold-belts, although some of the limits are still impre-
cisely defined, especially to the north-west and north (Rio Preto
and Riacho do Pontal belts, respectively: Mascarenhas and Sa,
1982). The western (Brasnia) and south-eastern belts (Aracual)
appear to have had a long late Proterozoic evolution, culminating
in Brasiliano cycle folding and plutonism, while the northeastern
belt has substantial Brasiliano supracrustals and granite intru-
sions.
Within the craton the subdivision of the rocks present has
been attempted following a number of schemes. For the purpo-
ses of this guide, a much-simplified outline is summarized in Fig.
2 (Marinho and Sabate, 1982). A few older Archean nuclei be-
longing to the Pre-Jequ'e or Guriense cycle (c. 3.2. Ga) are
found, for exemple, in the granulitic Jequie complex, and in
gneiss domes within the Contendas-Mirante volcano-sedimen-
tary sequence. The Jequie cycle (c. 2.7 Ga) is widely imprinted.
These high-grade Archean rocks are conventionally separated
into complexes, based on criteria such as lithological composi-
tion and metamorphic grade, but contacts are often interdigitating
or transitional, and correlations between areas separated by Ar-
chean or Lower Proterozoic fold belts composed of volcano-se-
dimentary or sedimentary rocks, often in low metamorphic grade,
are difficult.
The high-grade rocks form the infrastructure for a number of
volcano-sedimentary or sedimentary sequences whose ages
are, in one way or another, doubtful. Some of the sequences ha-
ve been compared to greenstone belts (Mascarenhas, 1979)
and, by analogy with other world-wide occurrences, Archean or
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Figure 1.
Situation of the sao Francisco Craton in the Brazilian shield.
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Lower Proterozoic ages are usually assumed. On the other
hand, radiometric dating by Rb/Sr whole rock isochrons has re-
vealed up to now only Transarnazonico minimum ages for the
two better-studied cases of Serrinha and Contendas-Mirante
(respectively Kishida and Riccio, 1980; Brito Neves et et.. 1980;
and Marinho and Sabate, 1982; Saoate and Marinho, 1982). The
Jacobina predominantly sedimentary sequence also has a Tran-
sarnazonlco minimum age.
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In contrast, it seems likely that the deposition of the intra-
cratonic Espinhaco volcano-sedimentary sequence commenced
at a time corresponding to the end of the Transarnazonlco ora-
geny (c. 1.8 Ga) and may have continued over a relatively long
time-span (see Sabate et al., this symposium). On the other
hand, deformation and associated hydrothermal phenomena may
well have ceased only during Brasiliano times. To the east of the
exposed high-grade basement block of the Paramirim River oa-
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sin, the Chapada Diamantina sequence, at least in its western
portions, had a similar history.
In global terms, the Transamaz6nico cycle was extremely
important for the evolution of the craton for, apart from the defor-
mation of the supracrustal sequences already mentioned, mig-
matization and generation of anatectic granites was quite impor-
tant in some basement locations, while syn- to late-tectonic gra-
nite intrusion played its part in the structuring of the volcano-se-
dimentary and sedimentary covers in their present forms. A belt
extending from Juazeiro to Salvador, which then follows the
coast in a southerly direction shows, quite abundantly, the im-
prints of this cycle.
Upper Proterozoic platform cover in the centre-north of the
State, Jurassic-Crataceous sediments in the Tucano-Reconca-
vo basin in the East and the Urucuia in the west, and Cenozoic
cover, widespread throughout the State from the coastal belt to
the Sao Francisco River basin and proximities, complete the
geological picture.
11. GEOLOGY OF THE SENHOR DO BONFIM -
SERRINHA REGION
Introduction
The Senhor do Bonfim-Serrinha region is situated in the
northeastern part of the State of Bahia and is limited by longitu-
des 39000' - 40030'W and latitudes 10000' - 12°00'S (Fig. 2). It
is included in the Sao Francisco structural province (Almeida et
al., 1981) and corresponds to the northern part of the oriental
shied of Bahia (lnda and Barbosa, 1978).
In the crustal block, plutonic rocks varying in composition
but with a general acid affinity, and mesozonal and catazonal
formations predominate. Epimetamorphic terms are represented
by series of sedimentary and volcano-sedimentary origin, some
of which were interpreted as greenstone belts (Mascarenhas,
1976). The whole domain was consolidated at the end of the
Transamaz6nico cycle, which closed around 1.7 to 1.8 Ga.
Various lines of study allow the separation of three domains
within this tectonic block (Inda and Barbosa, 1978; Almeida,
1977, 1981):
- a northerly extension of the Jequie-Mutulpe zone, compo-
sed of granulitic and migmatitic rocks whose formation is related
to two events, the Pre Jequie (c. 3.2 Ga) and the Jequie (2.7 Ga)
cycles, but which were affected during the Transamaz6nico;
- the folded Contendas-Mirante-Jaccbina and Serrinha-
uaua zones, whose age of deposition remains under discussion
(Archean or lower Proterozoic?) but which have a Transarnazo-
nico isotopic imprint. A lower Proterozoic age is inferred for the
deposition of the mainly sedimentary sequence of the intracrato-
nic Jacobina basin, for exemple, by comparison wiih other iden-
tical intracratonic sequences throughout the world;
- the Salvador-Juazeiro (Curaca) zone, the infrastructure of
a Transarnazonlco mobile belt, with Archean components in gra-
nulite-charnockite facies, corresponding to those of the Jequie-
Mutuipe zone, and migmatites and granites formed between 1.9
and 2.1 Ga.
Paraplatform covers, deposited and folded during the middle
or upper Proterozoic are represented by the Sergipano folded
system and the Una/Bambur basin deposits. Unfolded Phanero-
zoic (Upper Jurassic-Lower Creataceous) occurs in the eastern
part of the region, in the Tucano marginal basin. Tertiary and
Quaternary cover, recognized in [he western part of the area,
completes the sedimentary formations.
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Figure 2.
Structural outline of Sahia state. Localization of Lower Proterozoic volcano-
sedimentary sequences within the Sao Francisco Craton.
(1) Cenozoic cover; (2) Cretaceous Cover; (3) Upper Proterozoic fold belt; (4)
Upper and Middle Proterozoic folded platform covers; (5) Lower Proterozoic
volcano-sedimentary sequences; Jacobina, Serrinha, Itapicuru, Contendas
Mirante (CM); (6) Archean basement gneiss-migmatitic locally rejuvenated
during Transamaz6nico cycle (1) and granulites (2). Modified from Mascare-
nhas (1978) in Marinho and Sabate, (1982).
The Archean Fonnations
The different geological divisions in the Senhor do Bonfim-
Serrinha region (Fig. 3) represent an Archean high-grade meta-
morphic infrastructure formed by:
- to the west, the craton of t.encols:
- to the east, the craton of Serrinha;
- in the centre, the Selvador-Curuca mobile belt.
This latter contains some fragments of the old Gaviao nu-
cleus. Volcano-sedimentary belts of the upper Archean - Lower
Proterozoic within the Serrinha craton are associated with the
migmatitic, gneissic and granitic facies. They are represented by
the Serrinha or Rio Itapicuru greenstone belt and the Capim belt.
The Lenc;6is craton
The Archean formation of the t.encois craton described by
Pedreira et et., (1976) present different structures and lithologies
which are mainly heterogeneous migmatites, gneisses and ho-
mogeneous migmatites. Within this formation, other facies cor-
responding to plutonic, volcanic or sedimentary components oc-
cur, distributed in narrow and variable belts of metabasites, me-
taultrabasites, amphibolites, calc-silicate rocks, marble, meta-
cherts and quartzites. The chromitiferous serpentinite of Campo
Formoso may be included in this group.
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Figure 3.
Simplified geotectonic and geologic sketch map of the Senhor do Bonfim and
Serrinha area with metallogenetic aspects. Data from "Projeto mapas rneta-
logen~ticos e de previsiio de recursos minerais. Folhas Senhor do Bonfim e
Serrinha, escala 1:250.000, DNPM, 1985.
(1) Crat~n of Lencois; (2) Craton of Serrinha; (3) Fragments of the old Gaviiio
Nucleus: (4) Salvador - Curat;A mobile belt; (5) Volcano-sedimentary belt of
Capim complex and River Itapicuru greenstone belts; (6) volcano-sedimen-
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tary complex of Jacobina; (7) Transamazonico granitoids; (8) Sedimentary
metamorphic belts, neogeosynclinal type ofthe folded 5ergipano system and
folded sedimentary cover of the Una-Bambui basin; (9) Unfolded sedimen-
tary cover (upper Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous); Mineralization type: (10)
Apatite and verrniculite; (11) Copper; (12) Nickel; (13) Manganese; (14)
Chromium; (15) Gold; (16) Emerald and beryl.
Heterogeneous migmatites andgneisses .
These correspond to banded rocks with a regional foliation
trending N-S, with local variations related to migmatization in
mobile zones. The banding is characterized by an isotropic neo-
some related to granite-pegmatite. The leucosome occurs in va-
rious forms as in typical migmatites. The neosomes are gene-
rally granitic with granoblastic textures.
Homogeneous migmatites
These result from advanced anatectic transformations.
They have granitic to tonalitic compositions.
Thechromitiferous serpentinite of Campo Fonhoso
This is a differentiated basic to ultrabasic complex which
forms a long, narrow (25 x 0.5-Km) belt situated along the eas-
tern margin of the Campo Formoso granite. The peridotite suffe-
red a greenschist facies retrometamorphic effect, producing
serpentinites, chlorite serpentinites and schists, talc schists,
carbonated talc schists and amphibolites (Hedland et al., 1974;
Melfi et aI., 1979,1980; Boukili, 1984; Calas et al., 1984).
The chromite mineralization is developed in stratiform, dis-
seminated or lump form. The stratiform type shows centimetric
intercalations of serpentinite and chromite, while the dissemi-
nated type has chromite crystals dispersed throughout the whole
rock. The lump type is associated with both stratiform and dis-
seminated types represents the richest ore with grades varying
between 30 and 45% Cr203. It can form massive layers with
thickness between 1 and 3m. Reserves are estimated at
9,700,00 t diseminated and stratiform ores with 15-20% Cr203,
and 950,000 t lump ore (Goncalves et aI., 1978).
TheSerrinha craton
This Archean craton (Seixas et al., 1975), consolidated at
the same time as the Len<;6is eraton, is composed of migmatite
and gneiss (diatexites, metatexites and hornblende gneiss). The
foliation trends N-S but shows some variations related to later
intrusive and/or parautochthonous granites which develope cir-
cular and concentric structures, as in the Pedra Vermelha and
Tanquinho areas (Fig. 3).
As in the l.encois craton, various Iithological types are su-
perposed, forming belts of variable dimensions composed of ul-
tramafics, amphibolites and calc-silicates. These intercalated
formations allow the study of the regional folding style, which
corresponds to isoclinal folds which are sometimes normal and
symmetrical. The fold hinges of normal folds can be tight (SW of
Monte Santo) or open (NE of Cansancao).
Chromitiferous serpentinites are also found in the Jacuricf
River valley, W of Cansancaoand Pedra Vermelha. They occur
in layered basic to ultrabasic sills, which have been metamor-
phosed, tectonized and are now concordant with the host granu-
litic rocks. These bodies with lengths from 500 to 1,500m and
widths of from 20 to 800m, distributed in belts (Barbosa de Deus
and Viana, 1982; Marinho, 1986).
Disseminated copper mineralization (chalcopyrite, bornite)
is found in marbles associated with metacherts and metabasites
in the area of Caldeirao do Almeida.
TheSalvador-Curu~amobile belt
Between the two cratonic segments, delimited by two fault
systems (Gomes and Motta, 1980) is located the geotectonic
unit represented by the mobile belt of Salvador-Curuca. This belt
was structured during the Jequie cycle and reactivated during
the Transamaz6nico. Its essential constitution is formed by gra-
nulitic and charnockitic rocks and gneisses of amphibolite facies.
Intercalations of metabasites, meta-ultrabasites, calc-silicates,
marbles, quartzites, biotite gneisses and amphibolites are also
encountered.
The whole segment presents a NW-SE folding in the sou-
thern part of the area, and a N-S direction in the northern part.
Shearing and mylonitized zones with N-S and NE-SW directions
are frequent.
Nickel mineralizations are found in serpentinite formations
near Ponto Novo (Fig. 3). Apatite and vermiculite mineralizations
are related to diopsidic calc-silicate rocks, carbonate rocks and
syenitic pegmatites cross-cutting the granulites.
The Greenstone beltof the Rio ltapicuru (Serrinha)
andthe Capim complex: supracrustal formations
The greens tone belt of the River Itapicuru (Kihida, 1979; Ki-
shida and Riccio, 1980) and the volcano-sedimentary formations
of the Capim complex (Mascarenhas, 1976; Winge, 1984) are
deposited in the Serrinha craton (Fig. 3). The age of these depo-
sits is open to doubt. Conventionally, they are believed to be Ar-
chean or at least Lower Proterozoic. Radiometric dating, howe-
ver, shows a strong imprint of the Transamaz6nic event (Brito
Neves et al., 1980) and unpublished and incomplete Rb/Sr and
U/Pb (zircon) studies give no reason to believe that these com-
plexes may have been deposited during the Archean (Teixeira,
pers. comm.).
The River Itapicuru volcano-sedimentary sequence has a
complex lithological composition including a basal mafic meta-
volcanic unit with chemical sediments and pelites. This is over-
lain by a less-continuous felsic metavolcanic unit with clastic se-
diments, and finally by a metaarkosic-metapelitic-graywacke unit
with intercalations of metabasalt, marble, metacherts, amphibo-
lite and iron formation. The two lower units are also recognized in
the Capim complex.
The greenstone belt supracrustal rocks are deformed with a
general direction NNW-SSE and show isoclinal and closed folds
crosscut by longitudinal faults or shear zones. Jardim de SA
(1982) defined five phases of deformation in these rocks.
Gold - sulphide mineralization occurs in quartz-feldspathic
breccia, quartz veins and silicified zones in the "Faixa Weber"
zone, associated with a metagabbro sill. The origin of the host
rocks for the mineralization is controversial. Montes Lopes
(1982) believes that they are chemical metasediments within the
basal mafic metavolcanic unit, while Teixeira (1984) considers
them to be metaferrogabbro diferentiates within the basic sill.
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PLUTONIC ASSOCIATION OF NORTHEAST BAHIA
GEOLOGICAL ITINERARY
FIRST DAY
Salvador - Cansan~o
Plutonic bodies associated with the
Serrlnha greenstone belt .
Salvador is localized on a fragment of Archean granulitic
crust, separated from other similar areas by the sediments of the
RecOncavo - Tucano basin.
The Mesozoic terranes of this basin are crossed between
Simoes FilhoandAm6lia Rodrigues on the federal highwayBR-324.
The characteristic scenery of the RecOncavo region is best seen
during the first hour of the trip. Agricultural activity is based on
palms, bananas and vast plantations of sugar cane, which have
progressively taken the place of the tropical coastal forest, of
which some better-preserved remnants are seen between Todos
os Santos Bay and the road, and are easily recognisable by the
density of the vegetal growth and the majestic appearance of the
larger trees.
Good exposures of the sediments can be seen in the deep
cuts which have been opened to allow the passage of the road.
For example, at km 34 (after appoximately a half-hour of travel)
fine-to coarse-grained arenites of the Cretaceous Mac;:acarA
Group (Or Sao Sebastiao Formation) show bedding dipping to
the west. In other parts of the region, these arenites form an im-
portant aquifer. As we progress toward the centre of the basin
the bedding changes slowly to horizontal. On getting closer to
the Feira de Santana plateau, at km 77 (approximately 1 hour)
a long cut to the NE of the road shows east-dipping arenitic and
conglomeratic members of the Petroleum Sequence, considered
as the base of the Cretaceous in Bahia. During the ascent to the
plateau. Jurassic shales and arenites are crossed. These mark
the contact with the granulitic basement, which occurs in Am61ia
Rodrigues, but is covered by thin, horizontal, continental depo-
sits of the Tertiary-Quaternary Barreiras Formation.
The Mesozoic sediments of the RecOncavo - Tucano rift
reach more than 6km thickness in the northern part of the basin.
Although generally poor in fossils, the JiJrassic and Cretaceous
ages were established using ostracods.
Between Am61ia Rodrigues and Santa Barbara (Fig. 1.00),
the terranes are composed of Iithologically diversified groups
which have probably had a complex structural history, but which
have had the wisdom or malice of undergoing the uniformizing
effects of the granulite facies. On maps, they are represented
under the generic term Archean "charnockites" but include, as
well as charnockites, hornblende granulites, leptites, enderbites,
amphibolites, etc.
Some areas are migmatized. These rocks are correlated
with the Jequie-Mutulpe granulite zone, with ages predorninannq
at 2.7 Ga.
1st outcrop (Km 166)
A short stop will be made at a road-side outcrop, 6km to the
north of Santa BArbara, to illustrate the granulite terranes which
compose the Archean basement.
The outcrop has an association of felsic and intermediate
(enderbitic) rocks in granulite facies. Parageneses are perthitic
microcline, plagioclase, hypersthene and quartz.
Biotite may appear in the felsic members. The textures are
typically granulitic.
The granulitic foliation N150 is representative of the domi-
nant regional direction.
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Figure 1.00
Simplified geological map of the crossed region between ~lia Rodrigues
andSantaLuz
1. Mesozoic cover(K)
2. TransamazOnico instrusions
3. Supracrustal fonnalions of the Riverltapicuru
4. TransamazOnico gneisses and amphiboliles (Tm)
5. TransamazOnico migmalites: Metatexiles (Tmt), Diatexiles (Tdt)
6. Archean terrains: chamockiles (Ach), Pyroxene granulite (AgI), Migmatites
(AmI).
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Table 3.10
Chemical range of the Teofilandia tonalites. (analyses: Department of Geo-
chemistry UFBA, Salvador).
Figure 3.00
Modal distribution of the Teofilandia tonalites (circle) and related enclaves
(diamond shape) in the QAP diagram.
There are facies variations in the tonalite. For example, in
the northern part of the body, ferromagnesian-poor members are
practically trondhjemites. These light green rocks are rich in
idiomorphic plagioclase, and have a cumulate aspect. Overall,
modal compositions show a typical tonalitic differentiation on a
QAP diagram (fig. 3.00). Chemical compositions are as follows
(table 3.10).
p
Q
TEOFILANDIAA
TONALITES ENCLAVES
r-- ~NTERVALS MEAN INTERVALS MEAN
r-----
Si O2 67,12 a 64,70 60,70 68.26 a 52,36 60,31
--
--
Al203 15,23 13,70 14,66 16,10 13,6/ 14,49
r-----
~ 2,73 1,10 2,05 6,11 ': ,62 4,59
Fe 0 2,37 1,08 2,05 4,89 2,30 3 ~27
r----
MnCi °,05 °,04 °,05 0,22 0,06 0,12
r-----
Mg 0 1,26 1,11 1,25 5,65 1,60 3,13
r-- r------ iCa 0 2,80 2,27 2,60 I 7,15 2,85 4,39r----- f-------
Nap 4,38 3,86 4,08 I 3,57 3,15 3,42
r----- IK2 0 2,66 2,34 2,54 , 2,40 1,16 1,78
r-----
IPP5 0,18 0,13 0.15 , 0,30 0,19 0,25~
The quartz has a characteristic blue colour. The significan-
ce of this fact is at present unknown, but, in the absence of a
detailed study, an interpretation can be proposed in the light of
the observations of Green et al., (1979).
They attributed the blue color of quartz in alpine meta-
morphics to the superposition of a low grade metamorphism
(greenschist) upon high grade equilibrium permitting the forma-
tions of rutile inclusions in the quartz lattice.
The blocks near the church at 8km past Teofilandia are of a
somewhat lighter coloured facies which contains rounded mafic
enclaves formed by fine grained gabbroic rocks rich in biotite
and amphibole, sometimes containing K-feldspar phenocrysts.
Mineral transformations (chloritization, epidotization) are more
promnent in these rocks.
In this part of the massif, the enclaves do not show much
deformation. In the south-western part of the massif, they are
more numerous and elongated.
3rd and4thoutcrops
North from Teofllandia, the route enters a large plutonic
body responsible for the rounded topographic relief, with a width
of more than 10km, which replaces the more accidented mor-
phology further to the north, modelled over the supracrustal
rocks of the Serrinha greenstone belt.
Recent road works have covered many outcrops of this
body, but it is still possible to see some of the typical facies of
the intrusion, for example, at 2.5 and 8km to the north of Teofi-
landia, where stops will be made.
The outcrops are well-preserved blocks, composed of a
medium-grained tonalite which has a few large phenocrystals of
rosy microcline. The matrix is composed of quartz, sericitized
and saussuritized plagioclase, microcline, green hornblende,
slightly chlontized biotite, pistacite, zoisite, sphene, zircon, ilme-
nite and apatite.
Restricted transformations are seen. The magmatic texture
is preserved with a planar preferred orientation of the ferromag-
nesian minerals which, in this central part of the body, is sub-ho-
rizontal.
2ndoutcrop
3km further on, the outcrop to the west of the road has pa-
ragneisses with alternating coarse and fine-grained detrital
rocks, and thin horizons of quartzitic metarenites. The gneisses
are invaded by abundant pegmatitic mobilizates which are mos-
tly interstratified but locally discordant. The overall foliation N125
dips progressively from 40° to 600 to the north.
Few radiometric data are available for these formations,
which are attributed to the Transamaz6nico cycle (Brito Neves et
al., 1980; Bartels et et., 1977).
Within these migmatitic formations, diatexites form true
massifs which have a topographical expression such as the hills
around Serrinha, for example.
Closer to Teofilandia, the road cuts have outcrops of altered
granite partly affected by the deformations which also acted on
the gneisses and migmatites.
An amphibolitic Iithotype is present in a vein which cuts the
granulitic foliation and has an orientation which corresponds with
that of the vein walls. This type could be related to the mafic
magmatism which is recognized in the coastal granulitic belt and
was responsible for a large number of intrusive bodies whose
ages fall between 1.370 and 2.050 Ma (Cordani, 1973). They
belong to an Hawaiian type tholeiitic suite (Bellieni et el; 1986)
whose significance, as far as the geotectonic evolution of the
craton is concerned, is open to speculation.
Between the Ist stop and Serrinha, the route continues
through charnockitic terranes attributed to the Archean, which
then pass over to granulitic members (pyroxene-and pyroxene-
hornblende-granulites associated with quartzites) which show
the isotopic effects of the Transamaz6nico cycle without, howe-
ver, showing signs of important mineralogical transformations.
At the city of Serrinha, the basal Transamazonico complex
(Inda and Barbosa, 1978) commences. This includes microcline,
coarse plagioclase-bearing and hornblende-gneisses, amphibo-
lites and a migmatitic unit with metatexites and diatexites (fig.
1.00). A number of outcrops of this unit can be seen between
Serrinha and Teofilandia. 11km to the north of Serrinha, a road-
cut shows alternating gneisses and leptinites with small interca-
lated granitic sills and some discordant dykes.
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FlgureS.GO
Geologicalsketch and structural situationof the ltapicurugreenstone belt af·
ter Kishida(1979)in Jardimde SIl (1982)
Figure ii.11
Interference figuresbetweenF1and
F2 (Jardimde SIl, 1982,fig. 2c)
6th outcrop
One km further ahead a road cut presents remarkable ex-
posure which allows the addition of much structural information.
In these schists, intercalations of telslc volcanics (rnetada-
cite) are found in metapelites and metarenites.
The whole shows an open anticlinal dissymmetric P2 fold af-
fecting So + S1 (undifferentiated) and which developes parasitic
folds. At the eastern extremity of the cut, the style becomes mo-
dified, passing to tighter homoaxial folds of kink type. A penetra-
tive S2 foliation, subvertical with strike NW-SE developes ere-
nulations, and shows recrystallization of chlorite and sericite.
Most parasitic fold are conjugate with F2, but some do not
conform with the F2 patterns and may be related to the homoa-
xial F1 phase.
Jardim de Sa (1982) found evidence for five fold phases in
the area. The phases P2 and P3 correspond to his F3 and Fs. He
argues for additional phases on the basis of observed interference
patterns. Relationships between the phases may be resumed as
follows:
(i) between F1 (=P1)and F2
- 8 lineations cut each other
no mesoscopic interference patterns are seen because of
the isoclinal geometry of F1and subsequent flattening by F3.
- an intersection lineation l.:! is visible on So (fig. 6.10).
- the S2 foliation could be a crenulation cleavage or a
schistosity.
- crystallization of garnet occurs pre-F, and of andaluzite,
syn-F2·
- the ring-shaped structure centered on Salgadalia results
from F2 being superimposed on F1 (fig. 5.00).
mation, which does not develope a penetrative schistosity.
- the schistosity S1 developed under the conditions of
crystallization of chlorite and sericite and locally, muscovite and
biotite.
(ii) between F3 (= P2) and F1 (= P,)
- the folding is co-axial
- an intersection lineation is produced by S3/(S1 + So)
- folding of veins bqudinaged in F1occurs
(iii) between F3 (= P2) and F2
- possible domes and mushrooms
- inclined to inverted style for F2
- a refolded dome with axis 82 curved due to heteroge-
neous deformation (fig. 6.11)
Figure 6.10
Interference figuresbetweenF2 and
F3 (Jardimde SIl, 1982, fig. 2i)
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5th outcrop
In Arac], we take the dirt road which leads to Salqadalia,
This route offers the opportunity to see a profile through the
southern part of the Serrinha greenstone belt (fig. 5.00) where
essentially sedimentary members of the supracrustal sequence
crop out.
12 Km past Aracl, there is a good exposure of the schists of
this sequence. The outcrop shows folded structures, amongst
which should be noted:
- a P1 phase of isoclinal folds with NW-SE trending, sub-
vertical axial plane.
In this phase, folds of decimetric to metric amplitude and
wavelength were developed, whose axes have a weak plunge
(15 to 200 ) . The deformation developed a penetrative S1 schisto-
sity which transposes So.still recognizable in places.
- In this same outcrop, it is possible to see a phase F3 of
centimetric to decimetric kink-bands which affects S1 and has
verticalized fold axes. A sinistral shear along N 105, marked by
drag folds which affect So and S1 accompanies the kink defor-
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- a dome NW of Aracr probably results from superposition
of F2 and F3 (Fig. 5.00)
(iv) between F4 and F3 (= P2)
- fracture cleavage S4, little or undeveloped
- presence of B lineation (L4)
- coaxial interference patterns with F3
- dip variation of Soand Sl
On a regional scale, the expression of P1 is constant, and is
responsible for the inversion of the volcanic formations along the
Rio Itapicuru section. In this, Davison (1986) indicates the pre-
sence of synclinal and anticlinal folds with vergence to the east,
Basalts
and wavelengths of around 20km. The syncline is occupied by
metasediments and the anticline by the intrusive dome of Am-
broslo, This author does not recognize the presence of isoclinal
folds, and attributes the foliation parallel to the bedding Soto
compaction during subsidence.
Fig. 6.20 present an hypothetical scheme of one of the pre-
sent authors for discussion.
During the rest of the route towards conceicao do Coite, we
return to the migmatite terranes of the basalt Transamazonico
Complex, which continue until Santa Luz.
Basalts
Pillow
Lavas
I
I
Araci • Solgad6lia
Section
intrusive
dome
road trench
dacites and
schists
River Itapicuru
Section
Figure 6.20
Interpretative rough sketch of the main structure of the ltapicuru-greenstone
beltformations.
7th outcrop .
8km N of Santa Luz on the dirt road which leads to Celulose
village on the margins of the itapicuru River we are within the
gneiss-migmatite unit of the basal complex. The outcrop chosen
represents a granitoid member of this group, which forms a NW-
SE elongated massif widening to the SW narrowing and finally
disappearing to the NE. The morphological limits of the massif
are concor, It with the overall direction of the gneissic foliation.
Surrounding gneiss, amphibolite formations can be seen in the
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bordering valley, 500m to the north.
The principal points which can be seen in the granite are
schematically shown in Fig. 7.00.
The Lagoa do Boi massif has two main facies:
- a medium-grained granitic facies, rich in feldspar pheno-
crysts in the centre of the body (SE of this outcrop)
- fine-grained granodioritic facies exposed at this outcrop,
occupying the western border and the northern edge of the mas-
sif.
Figure 7.00
Simplified sketch of the principalexposureof the outcrop, showingthe suces-
sionof deformational and quartzlpegmatite penetration stages.
The scale is approximate, the real proportions are not respected for bettervi-
sualization.
M - Magmatic biotiteconcentration
E - Enclaveof biotitegranitewithdeformed magmaticpreferredorientation
L - Mineral lineation in the foliationplane S - Shears
0 1 - Open tensionfractures with foldedand cleavedquartz
P2 - Foliationconcordantpegmatite with boundinage(Syn-shearj
P3 - Lateshearingpegmatites
P4 - Postshearingpegmatite
Os - Lasttensiongasheswith blackquartz
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The body sutfered continuous late 10 posl magmatic shOrte-
ning in response 10 a NE - SW compression which is reflected
y a series of s ages illustrated in Rg. 7. ,an which may be
synthesized as lollows:
- rnlso-on-pl c of the granodiorilEl, the NE - SW compres-
sion IS probably already acting If we lake into account the elon-
gated form of lhe massif, forceably lnlruded within the host
gnelsse
- deformation of Ihe magmatic orientation defined by su-
icaceous concentrations, and by alternating quartz-felds-
pathic and biolitic layers or by preferred onenlallon of minerals
w thin a granllJc enclave. This deformation manilests itself in:
• fOldJn9 or lhe magmatic layenng
• strelching of the blolitic concontrations with the lormatlon
of schlteren
• rotation and stretching 01 the granitic enclave (lig. 7.10)
• probable Initiation 01 Ihe development 01 a roRation
The condi ons were still sufficiently plastic to allow shear
Figure 7_10
Enclave 01 granite with prelElfTOd orientatJon oblique 0 1tl6lOltaUon 01 tha La-
90a do 80i Granodiorite (mall< by \he dlrecllon cl the pencil).
The rheological conditions correspo d \0 a ductile regirne.
but a certain plasticity persists. due pethap.s 10 presence
of lIuids and 10 less-than-complete crystal izalion of Ihe granodio-
rite.
The direction ot the compression changes towards E-W.
- continuation 01 lhe shearing as Ihe crystallization of the.
granodiorite approaches completion. This manifests itself by the
opening of tension gashes N60 10 N80 with pegmatile filling (P3).
A certain ductility is still present as shown by (he slight sinistral
movement which influences the form of the tension gash.
(Fig.7.12).
- continuation of the shearing under riQid conditions, shown
by.
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rotation of the nclave, ut~· ere sufficlenlly ngld 10 anow:
- fonnelion of tension gashes, filled by QUartz (01)
- contmUlng compressIOn the shortening being shown by
folding of the quartz'veins and the formatIon of an aXial plan
cleavage (fig. 7.11) as well as the probabfo accentuation 01 the
lollallon in the granOdlorita
- Close-spaced shearing along the fanation planes gives n-
seta
• accentuation of Ihe transposition, ormaUon 01 a mlnera: li-
neatIOn
• development of alternale dextral and Slnis a1 shears 10
compensate by extensIon the shor1ening caused by cCYn-
pression. Globally, however, the shear is simslral.
• fragments on and laminar slretchlng orlha enclave
• pene ration or pegma tiC fluids along shear plane . The
pegmatites crystallize and fofiatIon concordanl veins show signs
of shear compressIon, such as the IrregUlar baudlnage and de-
10rrnaUon of some crystalS (fig. 7.11)
FIgure 7.11
FOlded a cleaved uartz tens! n gashes aJleded by sinistral shear with
pegmalitic '1IIing in lhe roll Lagoa 0 801 Gr nodiorfte_
• opening 01 nelY N30 tension Irature • invaded by p mall-
tic fluids (P.d. Compression retums 10 NE-SW,
• opening of tension gashes filled by quam, developed in
granodiorile and pegmatiles (fig. 7.13). Compression is NE-SW
changing to N-S.
The sum 01 these observations shows that the deforma-
tion accompanied lhe final stages of crystallization of (he grano-
diorite. On Ihe olher hand. the low angle mineral lineation, visible
on erosion surfaces parallel to the lolialion plane, tormed as a
result os the oriented crystalllzalion 01 feldspar and quanz, and
is identical to the minera/lineation formed during delormation and
aSSQClaled metamorphism 01 the host gneisses.
The orthogneissic granodiorile of Lagoa do Boi, therefore,
marks through its collocation the principal tec!OnOmelamorphic
event within the basal Transamaz6nico complex.
This massif is sli I undocumented from petrographic, geo-
Figure 7,12
Lale sheanng pegmaUla lhe petldl maJ1cs lhe dlre.dion ollhe smlstral shear
(SUpelllT1POsed on lolielion). lrte slnislf;ll movement on lhe lips ollho pe!JTla-
~lic vein ~ conjugated wilh the SheaI movemenL
8th outcrop
2 km NE 01 Santa Luz, standing oul in rehef wilh "crowns"
of rounded blocks on the Morro do Lopes, the so-called "Santa
Luz. Granite" has a number of quames. This is a small, NE·SE
elongated body forcibly inlruslve Into migmaUtes and gnelsses
but w/1icl1locally cuts these rocks (ng.8.00).
11 is composed of quartz, microcline, ericilized and some-
what saussuritiz.ed oligoclase, biotite often clorltized, ZIrcon and
opaque minerals. Small quantities of muscovite may be present.
Modal determlnalions (fig.B.10) emphasise the hornogenelly 01
compositions within the OAP lnangle. At the outcrop, however,
there are sllghl facies variations ma/ked by a sublle bu1 specta-
cular magmatic banding (Fig.8.20). The dlHerance between the
two rock lypes present 5 minimal, I,he darker type containing 51-
{lhlly more blotite (c.5%, as opposed 10 c,3.5%) In the Ighlsr ty-
pe). and perhaps rather more plagio lase and less mlcrocllne. L0-
cally, the differen,liated levels are fragmented willtln the Ilghl gra-
nite. giving rise 10 a line 01 enclaves.
The magmatic orientatfon with N5O-70 strIke and low (35 -
4()Ol northerly dip Is grossly perpendicular to the regional lolia-
Ilon, which emphasises the po HeclOOlC character of lh granite
10 relation 10 the regional delormalion alihe gnelssmlgmatlles.
A subtle sub-vertical N35 labrtc is observed, which proba-
bly corresponds 10 small sinistral sheafs observed further 10 the
north. Some late vertical joints also contribute 10 break Ihe
struclural mo otony of the granite. The e joints are nlled by Silica
chemical or isotopic points 01 view. A migmalite NE of Santa Luz
has yielded a biohte K/Ar age at 2,030± 100 Ma (Cordanl et
al.. 1969),
FIgure 7.13
last tension gashes with black quartz 1I11ing In ltle syn-she.at boudlnaged
maJJles, giving a new boudinage type. and n Ihe granodiotile.
and chlorile. They are dislributed "en eche on" with submeridlo-
nal direction.
Figure 8.00
Sketch map o/the Santa I.uz Insuus on and an3 asous bodIes.
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Figure 8.20
Outaop features of the distribution of the darker facies in the light colored
Santa Luzgranite.
Figure 8.10
Modal distribution in the QAP diagram of the someSanta Luzgranite sam-
ples. Thedarker facies nearthegranodiorite camp.
LIGlf OOWR rm: DARKER OOWR TYPE
INrERVAL5 MFAN Im'ERVALS MFANf-----
5i02 78,02 a 69,32 70,31 71,64 a 68,48 69,95~
Al2 03 14,74 a 13,70 14,18 14,22 a 13,32 13,59r-----=-
Fe2 03 0,53 a 0,11 0,39 1,20 a 0,48 0,87~
FeO ' 1,65 a 0,25 1,14 2,01 a 1,65 \,79
I----
"'"'0 0,03 a 0,02 0,02 2,03 a 0,02 0,02
I----
MgO O,36aO,12 0,24 0,30 a 0,22 0,25
I----
Ca20 1,61 a 0,70 1,19 1,33 a 0,84 1,09f------=-----
Na20 5,15a3,19 3,51 3,90 a 8,52 3,27~,
~ 4,90 a 2,18 4,32 5,40 a 4.2'0 4,80
,~ 0,09 a 0,04 0,07 I 0,12 a 0,05 0,07
Some enclaves of orthogneiss, macroscopically similar to
the Lagoado Soi grandiorite have been encountered.
Chemically. the compositions of twelve samples from diver-
se localities within small granitic bodies similar to that at Santa
Luz have given the following results:
The Santa Luz granite was dated by the K/Ar method in
biotite at 1,800±60 Ma (Cordaniet al., 1969).
Outcrop 9
A number of small Santa Luz type intrusions form the pro-
minent reliefs within the plain, underlain by migmatites, between
Santa Luz and Queimadas. An outcropof migmatite inaccessible
at the northern exit from the latter city to the east of road,300 m
before the bridgeover the River Itapicuru.
The migmatite has a strongly dipping (c 750W), N-S to N15
foliation, with concordant granitic mobilizates rich in pink felds-
par. The coarse, pegmatoid texture of ,the mobilizates contrasts
strongly with the fine grain and regularorientation of the gneissic
parts of the migmatite. The mobilizates also form irregular dis-
cordant veins or fill opensigmoid fractures related to the sinistral
N135 shear which occur in the area. The veins generallycontain
magnetite.
A fine-grained, light rose coloured granite with cordierite
spots invades the migmatites.
The concordantmobilizates have disseminated molybdenite
mineralization. This mineral is also encountered in the biotite
concentrations which surround the mobilizates. A fissuration
which cuts the mobilizates and accompanies the supermica-
ceous borders is chloritized and contains sulphides (cbalcopyn-
te). Muscovite appears locally in the vicinity of the sulphide-bea-
ring planes.
The mean composition of the migmatites was obtainedfrom
seven analyses:
Table 8.30
Chemical range of the Santa Luz latetectonic granite. (analysis: Depar1ment
of Geochemistry UFBA, Salvador).
p
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SANTA LUZA
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MI(1.IATITES MJBILlSATE
~_. __ .
INrERVALS MEAN 1 SAMPLE)
Si02 73,62 a 67,80 70,36 68,98
Alz03 15,38 a 12,20 14,71 15,24
Fe203 1,91 a 0,07 0,92 1,68
Fe 0 1,36 a 0,11 0,58 0,26
MIlO 0,03 a 0,01 0,02 0,01
Mg 0 0,47 a 0,04 0,19 0,11
Cao 1,40 a 0,62 0,89 0,62
Na20 4,70 a 3,10 3,70 3,27
K2 0 7,30 a 3,22 4,61 7,30
PPs 0,15 a 0,02 0,07 0,11
The composition of the molybdenite-bearing mobilizates me-
rits discussion.
This migmatite formation is followed practically all the way
to cansancao. A good outcrop can be seen at the roadside 18 km
NE of Queimadas. Here, the migmatitic gneiss is grey, and has a
N140 foliation with a banding resulting from the injection of coar-
se-grained to pegmatoid essentially white granite with rare pat-
ches of rose-coloured feldspar.
The whole is deformed by folds with low-angle axes (10 -
3(0) with direction N175, and axial planes N86 - 34SE defined
by a foliation. Here, biotitic concentrations are not present at the
borders of the granitic mobilizates, but molydenite is present.
Table9.00
Chemical range of the migmalites of Queimadas, (analysis: Deparlment of
Geochemistry UFBA, Salvador).
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I~I Locality Time onoutcrop
[minl
06: 30 CANSANCI\O Palace Hotel (Pousada Santana) KmO
- coffee -
07:30 lhtcrop 10 Km4 40
07:55 llitcrop 11 A Km3 65
!l. Cansancjio M::mzonitic
09:00 llitcrop 12 A intrusion Km1 60
!!
10: ID llitcrop 13 Cajueiro/Nordestina granitic Km9 30
intrus ion
10:40 CANSANC'\O KmO
11 :00 llitcrop 14 Cansancfio intrusion Km 2 25
I 1:45 ~ Basement Km 21 10
Migmatitic gneiss,leptynites and
amphibcli te
12: 15 lhtcrop 16 Itiuba Sienitic intrusion Km 40 10
12: 40 lTlUBA - Snack - Km 45
13:40
13:45 ~ ltiuba Sienitic intrusion 45
15:00 llitcrop 18 Archean migmatitic basement Km 70 20
16:00 SENHJR 00 EONFIM Km 108
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Figure 10.00
Estimated modal distribution in the QAP diagram of some samples of the
Cansancao monzonitic intrusion.
trometric results for U and Th taken directly on the outcrops. The
results obtained (60 - 80 p.p.m. U; 30 - 70 p.p.m.Th) show high
values which might have indicated a promising target were it not
for the fact that the structural petrologicalarguments diminishour
hopes by demonstrating the erosion level which has been rea-
ched.
pCANSANCAo
(4) Monzodioritic rocks
(5) Enclaves
A
6.1
o 2
• 3
.. 4
• 5
(1) Aplopegmatites
(2) Late syenitic melt
(3) Monzonitic rocks
10th outcrop
Situated at 4km SW of Cansancao near the recently cons-
tructed traffic police post on the BA 120 route to Queimadas,the
outcrop consists of large rounded blocks which have been wor-
ked in an artesanal quarry.
The good exposure shows an amphibole-rich monzodiorite
where a sub-horizontal planar preferential magmatic orientation
corresponds to the attitudeof some layers of felsic differentiates.
Through the presence of mafic and intermediate enclaves it
is possible to deduce the polarity through the differences which
exist between flat (biotite), acicular (hornblende) and ellipsoid
(enclaves) markers. The difference of obliquity observed, which
is an indicator of the rotational magmatic deformation, allows the
sense of movement to be determined (Fernandez, 1982, 1984;
Fernandezet al., 1983).
Fig.10.10 shows schematically the relationships between
the markers from the different points of view which are possible
around the outcrop. The sense of flow, appears on the monocli-
nic symmetry plane as the angle between the enclave and the li-
near or planar markers, which shows the sense of rotation. The
magmatic flow is sub-horizontal towards WSW. Magmatic sha-
pes traced by the felsic differentiates are those expected for the
deduced flow (fig.1 0.20).
In this outcrop, a vertical fabric marked by a feldspathic or
biotntc permeation (fig.10.20) which may have resulted from late-
stage percolation of residual magmatic fluids with higher PH 0
before final solidification of the body. 2
cansa~o - Senhor do Bonfim
Plutonic bodies of Cansanc;ao, Cajuelro, Itluba and
Their host rocks.
A large part of this day will be dedicated to the examination
of a single small but excellently exposed plutonic unit in order to
reconstruct the geometry and intrusion dynamics through struc-
tural petrological methods.
The Cansancao massif, on which is situated the city of the
same name, is a circumscribed intrusive body of oblong shape
whose larger dimension along a NNE-SSW axis is about 8 km,
and whose width does not exceed 3 km. It cuts the larger intru-
sion of Cajueiro- Nordestinato the east, and intrudes migmatitic
gneiss terranes (similar to those seen near Queimadas) to the
west. It belonqs to a group of three petrographically similar bo-
dies (DNPM/CPRM, 1975).
Three principal facies are encountered in the Cansancao
body:
- a monzodiorite or quartz-monzodiorite, rich in amphibole
which defines a pronounced preferred orientation.This bluish fa-
cies with an incipient rosy base conferred by the presence of
microcline occupies the SW and W margins of the body. The
quartz content is about 3 - 5%.
- a homblende-bearing monzonite, of generally lighter co-
lour which dependson the amphibole content, varying between 5
and 15%. This facies occupies the larger part of the body. The
quartz content is low at around 1%.
- a quartz monzonite occurs in the NE part of the body, but
its cartographic expression remains undefined. Of pale pink co-
lour, it is generally associated with swarms of enclaves. The
quartz content is between 9 and 17%. Locally, monzogranitic
terms with 20 - 25% quartz, and late syenitic or quartz-syenitic
"infiltrations"which surround the enclaves, are found.
The body is also cut by veins and dykes of granitic aplo-
pegmatites which may contain tourmaline, copper sulphides and
their green alteration products.
An important characteristic of the body is the presence of
chimneys containing mafic of great diversity. Some have a clear
cumulate character. Compositions vary from 100% mafic mine-
rals to monzodiorites, with various intermediate hybrids.
The mafic rocks form enclaves with more consistent cha-
racteristics, forming levels of lens-shaped enclaves in the mag-
matic edifice.
Qualitatively, the mineralogical composition is relatively ho-
mogeneous, with quartz, microcline, plagioclase (essentially, oli-
goclase), clinopyroxene, hornblende and biotite, Accessory mi-
nerals are allanite, sphene, apatite, rare zircon and some uni-
dentified opaqueminerals.
Alteration to chlorite and epidote is extremely limited except
for some mafic enclaves in which pistacite can be important.
Quantitatively, there are considerable variations amongst
the lithologies present, especially with relation to the mafic/felsic
ratio and probably also with respect to the nature of the mafic
minerals present. Semi - quantitativemodal compositions were
estimated for this guide, and in spite of the dispersion which re-
sults from the imprecise measurements, a crudely monzonitic
trend can be seen (Fig. 10.00).
Geochemically, the acidic-basic association with an abun-
dance of hybrid terms should provide an interesting model of
evolution. The first geochemical data available are 'Y -ray spec-
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Figure 10.10
Sketch diagram blockshowing the three- dimensional relationship ofpetro-
structural markers.
The presence of vertical NS fissures with silicification and
hydrothermal biotite infilling marks the continuation of the
phenomena of percolation after the solidification of the body.The
penetration of the fluids occurred along "en echelon" tension
fractures controlled by a probable dextral NE-SW shear. It is
possible to imagine that the percolation in the absence of fissu-
res was controlled within the incompletely solidified rock by p0-
tential fractureswhich preceded the effectivefracturing.
11th outcrop
Returning 1 km in the direction of Cansancao, we take the
track which leads to the farms Lagoa do Boi and Barroca.
A) Afterabout50mwe encounter an outcropcomposed of a
lenticular body of cumulate gabbro formed of centimetric crystals
of amphiboles cemented by a syenitic residuum (fig.11.00). A
few m. further on, themonzonite appears once again.
B) Continuing for 0.5km to the south, near Lagoa do Boi
farm a large slab stands out to the east. This formed of rnonzo-
nite witha wide"corredor' containing a swarm of flattened encla-
ves (fig.11.10). The examination of the arrangement of the en-
claves in relation to the flattening plane is interesting (fig.11.20).
The x-axis of the deformation ellipsoid of the enclaves is
near to the.Iine defining the intersection of the flattening plane
(planar preferential orientation) and the (x,y) plane forms a dihe-
dral angle indicating a mixed rotation of the enclaves (fig.11.21).
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late feldspathic percolation
The direction of magmatic flow can be discussed in the light
of theseobservations.
12thoutcrop
Returning to Cansancao, we take the exit leading to Cacim-
ba and Cajueiro. Near the houses there is access to a group of
slabs with spectacular exposure.Twoof these will be visited.
A) Shortly after the last houses of the city, the outcrop
shows within the light-coloured monzonitic host, a long chimney
of enclaves which widens in the centralpart wheretheenclaves
attain metricsize, and which has a N100- 115orientation.
Various types of enclave are seen, including double types.
Size and shape are variable. Some are angular while othersare
rounded or elongated.
Grain size varies, from coarse in the cumulates or in the
case of phenocrysts in the finer-grained matrices, to homoge-
neously extremely fine.
Compositions range from mafic to different monzodioritic ty-
pes whichare apparently intermediate hybrids between the mafic
and felsic terms of the body. The chimney is composed by a
quartz-bearing syenite which hosts the enclaves.
In the central part of the chimney, the greaterelongation of
the enclaves (x) is essentially vertical. The (x,y) planedips 60 -
75° to the north.Theminerallineations observedon some planes
parallel to the planeof preferential orientation have a strongplun-
ge to the NE,analogous to the x-axis of the elongated enclaves.
Within .the fabric with overall planar orientation N110 - 75N,
a late fabric is seen whiph was probably produced during the late
crystallization stages when the viscosity was sufficiently high to
Figure 10.20
Expression of the magmatic deformation (dynamic inconformity with the sen-
seofflow).
The vertical feldspathic and biotiticfabric corresponds to the late stage per-
colation. The sub-horizontal fabric corresponds to the preferred magmatic
orientation.
This behaviour shows itself by the presence of small corre-
dors of shear with decimetric length and centimetric width) with a
constant horizontal sinistral component along N20 - 25. These
are specially well seen at the borders of the chimney, and ap-
pear to be damped in the centre within the host syenite. The en-
claves, already consolidated, do not suffer this deformation asso-
ciated to the late crystallization stages of the body.
B) About 200m further to the SE on the right bank of the
stream-bed which cuts the track leading to Cajueiro, another
slab shows once again an enclave swarm which forms a band
along N120. The preferred planar orientation is NOO with subver-
allow shearing, but the quantity of liquid present in the mush was
still high enough to allow magmatic deformation without ductile
behaviour. The publications of Fernandez (op.cit.) situate this ty-
pe of rheological behaviour in the range of 70% crystallization.
Figure 11.00
Cumulate homblende crystals in a syeniticfelsicresidualmelt.Gabbroiclens
of theCansan~ao monzonitic instrusion.
Figure 11.10
Chimneyof elongated enclaves, Cansan<;Ao moilzoniticintrusion.
tical dip.
Remarkable mixing forms between mafic and monzonitic
types can be seen (Fig. 12.00 and 12.01). These may be discus-
sed in terms of magma mixing, and can be compared to the ex-
perimental results of Kouchi and Sunagawa (1982, 1985).
It is also interesting to note the rheological behaviour of the
different components of the mixture: enclaves of different vlsco-
sities are involved by a mobile fe/sic liquid within the still-plastic
monzodioritic material which, however, already possesses a
preferred orientation, disturbed by the mobilization (fig.12.02).
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Figure 11.20
Stereographic equal area projection of elongated enclaves in the Lagoa do
Boi farm,Cansanc;:ao monzoniticintrusion.
The apparent x-axis of deformation ellipsoid is plotted and some apparent
axesare indicated.
Xn, Xy represent axis of the same well exposedenclave, (X, Y)n is the cor-
responding plane. Two of them are drawn with cyclic projection (X, Y)3 and
(X, Y)4 as to compare with the respective flattening plane FP3 and FP4 as to
compare with the respective flattening plane FP3 and FP4 (planar preferred
orientation, the pole of which are represented by open circles).CalculatedZ
axisfor the samples1, 2, 3 and 4 are plotted.
Mineral(biotiteor hornblende) Iineationsare indicatedbycrossedcircles.
13th OUTCROP
Returning to Cansancao, we take the track which runs
around the south of the football field and leads to a quarry, about
1km to the NE after a suburb called Tapera. The quarry is in the
massif of Cajueiro. (Maps show the village of Nordestina in the
centre-southern part of the massif, but local people call the villa-
ge Cajueiro and often do not know what "Nordestina" is).
The Cajueiro massif is a body of 40 x 30km (aprox.) com-
posed of an homogeneous granodiorite in the centre and east
part of the massif. It seems to pass progressively, to the west,
SW and South parts, to the diatexites of the host rocks.
The rock is grey, fine-to medium-grained, with a tendency
towards an isotropic texture in the centre, and clearly oriented at
the northern, western and southern borders.
The composition varies from granodiorite to granite with
quartz (10-20%), microcline (30-50%), oligoclase (50-30%) and
biotite. Accessory minerals are Zircon, sphene, apatite and mag-
netite. Garnet or muscovite can be present. Chlorite, epidote and
sericite are secondary minerals. .
Amongst the structural observations which can bemade on
the outcrop, two are very interesting:
1) on the southeastern climbing of the quarry there is a
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Figure 11.21
Schematic representation of enclaves ellipsoid characteristic compared to
flattening plane (FP). The relative position of (X,Y)/FP intersection axis to X
ellipsoid axis is variable.
subvertical corredor of mafic enclaves with a NNW-SSE direc-
tion parallel to the magmatic fabric of the granite. The enclaves
are stretched with a sub-vertical x-axis and a NS sub-horizontal
y-axis, The shortening which prevailed during instrusion of the
body is therefore ENE-WSW.
Some tension joints, filled by apUte, dislocate the corredor.
The enclaves are affected as well by apUte-fiIled tension fractu-
res with sub-horizontal dip which mark the maintenance of ENE-
WSW compression after solidification of the corredor.
At ·the centre-top of the quarry. small folded granitic dykes
are seen (fig. 13.00).
The magmatic fabric of the dykes is conserved subparallel
to the contacts with the host rocks and weakly reflecting the
axial plane fabric very strongly developed in the host granite.
This implies a blockage of the (ENE-WSW) shortening with
opening of NE-SW dykes, consecutive folding of the dykes ac-
companied by shortening of the host granite in which is develo-
ped a N120-140 deformation interfering with the magmatic fabric
and causing rotation.
14th OUTCROP
About 1km after the road junction at the western exit from
Cansancao in the direction of Itiuba, a large outcrop to the north
shows the association of different petrographic terms of the
Cansancao massif.
Monzonites, mafics and various granitic dykes and aplo-
pegmatites mark the border of the body.
The enclaves (fig. 14.00 for example) allow one to evaluate
the symmetry of deformation and the magmatic flow direction.
The small dextral N20-40 shears whose role is subtle in the
center of the body, are here much better developed and locally
dominate in the fabric of the monzonite.
With all the structural information collected from the out-
crops of this body, it is possible to attempt a geometrical re-
construction of the body. Continuing in the direction of Itiuba,
cuts to the north of the road show a band of very altered mafic
rocks which appear to surround the body in this NW part.
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FIgure 14.00
Angular relation between the ellipsoid of deformation (enclave) and the ellip-
soid 01 fabric (sheel and needle minerals) whose best fabric axis is sub-pa-
rallel with lhe sliding plane) as a polarity crilerium (anU-c1ockwise rolation).
The sense of movemenl is indicaled by lhe pencil. Cansan.ya.o monzonitic
massif.
15th OUTCROP
Along the road to I\iuba, few outcrops are easily accessible.
12km past Cansan<;8.o, gneiss-migmatites similar to those
seen on the first day between Queimadas and Cansao<;ao are
encountered.
Figure 13.00
Sketch diagram block showing the lolded granite dyke in the Cajueiro grani-
le. The foliation resu~ing of the deformation is superposed to the preferred
magmatic orientation.
'ot~ tr'I00l'fllahc~~'(J'",otioo ~
FigUf&12.01
Magmalic mixing - mechanical phenomenon - Cansanoyao monzonlUc inlru-
sion.
Figure 12.00
SWaml 01 enclaves. Expression 01 mechanical mixing and hybridization Can-
sar)lfao monzonjtic intrusion.
FIgure 12.02
Rhoologic reaction of the di"erenl types 01 malerials dunng mobilizalion or
enclaves with syenitic melt in lhe monzonitic mush.
Cansanoyao monzon,tic Intrusion.
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At 19km, the road cut exposes an association of leucocratic
leptinites with pink granite injections.
At 2Okm, we will make a short stop where the road cut
shows an association of leptinitic gneisses and folded amphibo-
lites.
The well-developed folded structure affects So (+ S1 ?).
The N10 axes are sub-horizontal, a schistosity (S2 ?) is
forming and fold-flank shears, locally laminated, are developed
which emphasise the western vergence of the dynamics.
Granitic mobilizates are envolved in the folding and late
pegmatoidveins cut the whole.
A discussion on the sum of structural observations made
until now, and of the spacial-temporal significance of the intru-
sions would be useful here.
16th OUTCROP
The majestic hills which fill the horizon form the Serra de
ItiUba, which we enter at km 35.
Structures and textures present have been interpreted as
the results of regional metamorphism, and the 1.8-2.2 Ga ages
found (Figueiredo, 1976; Bartels et al., 1977; Pedreira et
al., 1978; Brito Neves, 1980; Mascarenhasetal., 1984) are con-
sidered as reflecting this event. A model emplacement age of 2.7
Ga has been calculated (Figueiredo, op. cit.). In the Poco de Fo-
ra area at the extreme north of the batholith, Leube (1972) found
ages of 1.0 Ga which may reflect reactivation.
Work in progress on the southern part of the batholith (Con-
ceicao, unpublished) demonstrates that the principal rock types
present are leuco- to mesocratic oversaturated syenites. Overall,
a distinction can be made between magmatic and tectonic fa-
cies. The magmatic facies, with little modification of primary tex-
tures, are observed in the central parts of the pluton. Interme-
diate and ultramafic enclaves are abundant. Bands of amphibole
and clinopyroxene, often rich in apatite, magnetite and sphene,
are widely distributed. Syenitic and alkali-feldspar granite peg-
matite dykes are also present. The tectonic facias, composed of
mylonitic and ultramylonitic gneisses, occur at the borders of the
body and in close association with the faults which cross-cut the
body.
At the western border, near the city of Itiuba, a granite dyke
generation was intruded simultaneously with the deformatfon un-
der NW-SE compression. On the other hand, the northern part of
the Pedra Solta granite lacks signs of this deformation, nor does
it have the deformations which are seen in the granulite terrain to
the west.
There is some doubt, therefore, as to what extent the
gneissic fabrics reported in other areas of the body are due to
phenomena related to emplacement on the one hand, and later
tectonic effects on the other.
Chemically, the syenites are miaskitic, and chemical varia-
tions observed correspond well with the mineralogical variation.
The rocks are notable for very high Sr and Ba contents (Figuei-
redo, 1976, 1981). REE patterns show very strong enrichment of
LREE relative to HREE and lack Eu anomalies, characteristics
which are similar to Archean syenites believed to result from
partial melting of a mixed gamet peridotite-eclogite mantle sour-
ce (Figueiredo, 1981; Arth and Hanson, 1975).
According to concelcao and Sabat6 (1986) the modal anal-
yses of 50 samples show a variation of the quartz content bet-
ween 0 and 25 vol.%, with a strong relationship between the
contents of this mineral and the others, especially outside the
quartz content range 1-13 vol.%, alkali feldspar forms 50-85
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vol.% of the rock but diminishes in the quartz rich members. Pla-
gioclase is restricted to constant values of less than vol. 5% but
reaches 40 vol.% where the quartz content exceeds 18 voJ.%.
Clinopyroxene, homblende and apatite are drastically reduced
from 30, 40 and 1-9 vol.%, respectively, in quartz-poor facies to
nearly zero in the quartz-rich facies. Sphene contents oscillate
between 0 and 8 vol.% in quartz poor rocks, but decrease sys-
tematically in the quartz-rich rocks.
The syenitic batholith possesses an unusual geometrical
form and rare facies distribution for an alkaline massif. In spite of
the presence of mesocratic horizons, petrographic variation in
the QAP diagram is limited and restricted to the satured domain.
The rocks are little transformed and/or deformed, magmatic fea-
tures being preserved intact.
A short stop will be made about half-way through the Serra
to observe the geometrical features of the morphological lines.
17th OUTCROP
In ItiUba city a large rock pavement offers an outcrop in
which various petrographic terms are seen, together with their
structural relationships.
The fabric observed is of magmatic origin with a dominant
N5QO direction, with a strong NW dip in opposition with undulating
malic horizons composed of hornblende and clinopyroxene
which are, apparently, cumulates. These '"float" in the syenite
and mark the sub-horizontlil sedimentation by a viscosity barrier
effect (= floor); associated with a strong stress regime which
determines the vertical preferred orientation (= ascension).
The presence of mafic minerals oriented obliquely to the
syenite fabric and that of the cumulates can be seen. These are
probably late amphiboles from the last liquids which percolated
through shears and fractures.
The outcrop is heavily infiltrated by veins and dykes, some
of which possess their own fabrics showing, by their obliquity
in relation to the borders, a sinistral shear during intrusion.
A porphyritic late granite cuts the syenite which is some-
what assimilated, as shown by the narrow hybrid zone where
amphibole from the syenite '"floats" in the granite (which lacks
ferromagnesian minerals in the centre of the dyke) the feldspar
phenocrystals have an irregular rounded form, produced by re-
fusion corrosion. This idea could be justified by the equilibrium
temperature between syenite and granite. The thermal difference.
between the respective solidi and the amount of heat transmitted
by the hotter syenitic mass would favour the initiation of hybridi-
zation and r-equilibration of the phenocrystals through their peri-
pheric refusion.
18th OUTCROP
After the Serra de Itiuba the E-W section crosses the mig-
matitic and granitic terranes of the seivaocr-curaca belt. ~ew
easily accessible outcrops are available since the cenozoic c0-
ver is widespread, at km 24, 5km before the BR-407 (Salvador-
Senhor do Bonfim) road junction, an outcrop to the north of the
road shows some aspects of the migmatites of this belt.
The migmatite is strongly folded with a well-developed N-
S foliation. The folds, evidence for E·W shortening, are accom-
panied by subvertical NS to N40 shears.
Coarse-grained levels with augen developed by deformed
feldspar phenocrysts are present.
Veins of rose-coloured, coarse-grained granite, sub-con-
cordant with the foliation, are not strongly deformed. If injection
was contemporaneous with the deformation which controaed the
direction of the veins, their crystallisation probably occurred late
in relation to the action of the stress.
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THIRDDAY
Senhor do Bonfim - Campo Fonnoso - Senhor do Bonfim
Granitic Massif of Campo Fonnoso in the Serra de Jacobina
fonnations, emerald prospecting pitsof Socoto
On the third and fourth days the aims of this excursion are
to show the leucogranitic instrusions of Campo Formoso and
Carnaiba in their lithologic and structural context and to show the
structural and petrographic characteristics of the Socot6 and
Carnaiba emerald prospecting pits (").
An overview of the method of extraction and separation of
gems is given. More details of the geology and the Be, Wo, mine-
ralization type found in these prospecting pits are presented in
the contribution by L. Rudowski et et., (this Symposium).
Some notes on historic evolution and emerald production of
the prospecting pits:
The whole production of emerald in Brazil until 1980 was
obtained from the Carnaiba prospecting pits. The mineralization
was discovered in 1964-1965 and the production between 1970
and 1980 was 204 tons of negociated emerald with a productivity
factor of 2.17kg/m3 (Moreira and Santana, 1982).
An appreciable volume of molydenite was recovered (see
table 19.00). The discovery in 1981, of the famous Santa Terezi-
nha de Goias emerald field (Goias State) and in 1983 of the So-
cot6 field (Bahia State) caused an important migration of pros-
pectors and a decrease of Carnaiba production. At present,
around 600 prospectors are working in this district.
In January 1983, a propector from Carnaiba, Jose Caval-
cante was hunting armadillos in the region of Campo Formoso
and he found green beryl associated to phlogopitite rocks, similar
to the Carnaiba field: The Socot6 prospecting pit was discove-
red. At the present, the Socot6 district mobilizes 900 prospectors
and the production in 1986 is estimated to be 2688kg of emerald
and green beryl (see table). A new emerald occurrence was dis-
covered last December in Carnaiba de Cima.
The emerald, molybdenite, scheelite mineralizations from
Carnaiba and socoto.
The emerald and green beryl mineralization is contained in
phlogopitites resulting from metasomatic transformation develo-
ped in ultrabasic rocks from aplopegmatitc and/or plagioclasic
veins. Locally, intercalated tremolitic and talcose formations are
encountered sometimes with disseminated scheelite mineraliza-
tion.
Three types of serpentinites occurrences are observed:
- as imbricated structures in the Archean gneissic base-
ment at Socot6 (fig. 20.00). In this case, the deformation of the
phlogopitites and veins is important and is shown by boudinage,
shear zones, etc...
- as roof-pendants in the Carnaiba granite forming the
prospecting fields of Bode, Lagarta and Gaviao (Fig. 25.00,
25.01). The phlogopitites present in this case typical metasorna-
tic zonations without important deformation.
- as country rock terranes in the Carnaiba granite field with
the prospecting pits of Trecho Novo, Trecho Velho, Braulia,
Formiga and Marota (fig. 25.00).
(*) Called garimpos in Brazilian. The prospectors are named Garimpeiros.
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YEAR CARNAl BA EMERALD AND CARNAl BAGR.Ee/~~YL t>f)LY~ITE
1970 102770.4
-
1971 9520.7 1600
1972 15138.2 3700
1973 69120.0 1400
1974 14711.7
-
1975 35558.1 10200
1976 45578.1 4900
1977 18652.3 5400
1978 8652.3 6400
1979 15302.4 41400
1980 14503.4 29500
1981 8842.1 12500
1982 7467.4 3200
CARNAl BA socoro
1983 8989.6 4481. 7 8200
1984 3459.6 2181.7 1186
1985 1432.2 2697.0 1190
(*) 1986 ~018. 7 2688.7 4330
Table 19.00
Negociated emerald and molybdenite production (in kg) from 1970 to 1986 (*
november) of Camaiba and Socot6 prospecting. (In Anuiirio da Mineralfao -
SMElBAHIA 1980-81, and In "Projeto Gemas" - DNPM/CPRM 1986).
19thOUTCROP
From Senhor do Bonfim, we take the road to Antonio Goncal-
ves. Just before this city, we turn west along the road which
crosses the Serra de Jacobina leading to Campo Formoso. The
road runs through a valley developed along an important fault.
From the road junction we encounter the formations of the
Jacobina metamorphic complex, represented here by the volca-
noclastic sequence of the Jacobina Group (Griffon, 1967). This
group has various sub-divisions (Leo et al., 1964); Griffon, 1967;
Mascarenhas, 1969) of which we cross the Agua Branca For-
mation at the top of the Group, and the Cruz das Almas Forma-
tion, formed by ferruginous and or manganiferous red phyllites,
white, green and grey quartzites either pure or micaceous, with
rare conglomeratic horizons, intercalations of aluminous schists
and associated mafic bodies. These are underlain by fine-grai-
ned white or green (fuchsitic) quartzites with manganiferous
phyilite intercalations.
The stop 2km after the junction shows the volcanoclastic
association between two quartzite crests. The tight folding style
of the series can be seen (fig. 19.10) with their North vergency.
After this we cross thick packets of quartzite with probable
tectonic repetition before reaching the Campo Formoso granite.
The chromitiferous ultramafics which form the Jacobina
GrouplGranite interface (fig. 20.00), are not seen in this section.
20th OUTCROP
At Campo Formoso we take the dirt road which leads to
Ituiutiba, Socot6 and the northern part of the granite massif.
The first stop will be made on a slab almost on the northern
o !m
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Figure 19.10
Isoclinal folding patterns of the volcanoclastic formations of the Jacobina
Group nearCarnpo Formoso. Thevergency toward westis characterized.
border of the body at Gangorra Farm, 6km NW of Sacaiba Farm.
The outcrop is situated on the western side of the road, 200m
before a stream which cuts it to the north.
The outcrop shows different granitic facies of the Campo
Formoso massif, as well as the associated aplopegmatite suite
and the time relationships. The terms present are described by
Rudowski et al., (this symposium).
The main facies are:
- granite 'Y 1, medium -to coarse-grained, white coloured,
leucocratic, characterized by abundant large crystals of musco-
vite. The composition is quartz, microcline, albite, oligoclase (An
35), muscovite, biotite and accessories: apatite, allanite and opa-
ques.
- granite 'Y 28' fine-grained with biotite dominant.
- granite 'Y 2b, porphyritic with two micas, which forms the
main facies in the massif. .
- granite 'Y 3, in veins, containing muscovite and garnet.
- a group of aplopegmatite veins with quartz, K-feldspar,
muscovite, garnet, sometimes tourmaline and plagioclase and
locally, beryl and molybdenite.
21St OUTCROP
Returning 500m S, an outcrop is seen in the valley to the
east, at about 150m from the road passing two houses of rural
labourers.
This outcrop shows a layered granite facies cut by an ho-
loleucocratic granite in which we can see ghost structures of the
layered granite "diluted" in the very fine grained matrix, in which
pegmatoid pockets "float".
These two facies are cut by the porphyritic granite 'Y 2b in
which magmatic structures are seen (fig. 21.00).
22nd OUTCROP
Returning to Sacaiba Farm we take the road leading nor-
theast to Socot6 where we visit the prospecting pits of "Trecho
Velho": geological features, metasomatic zones, aspects of the
prospector pits working, method of extraction and separation of
gems and possible descent in pits.
The emerald area of Socot6 is developed in serpentinites
which appear as imbricated structures in the Archean gneissic
basement (fig. 2). The ultrabasic formations, oriented N150 -
1800 are dipping 50 to 800 to the northeast, they are lens-shaped
and present an extension of 2.5 kilometers and a width of 0.5
kilometer. The phlogopitite metasomatic zones are oriented
mainly N1500 E and result from the interaction of fluids, related to
the deposition of plagioclasic veins, with the serpentinites. The fi-
gure 25.10 shows a reconstitution of the varied dispositions of the
metasomatic zoning and related mineralizations. The emerald is
well developed either in the plagioclase veins or in the coarse
phlogopitite zone. Molybdenite is disseminated and scheelite is
located in boundinaged formations.
Posterior hydrothermal veins crosscut the metasomatic
system (quartz veins and fluorite veinlets).
The shafts present a maximum depth of 50 meters and the
drifts follow the mineralized structures which are up to 30 meters
long; they can be narrow with irregular forms and sometimes de-
velope huge room cavities. The mines are supported by shaft li-
ning, wood forming and wood boxes called "caixas" with a sec-
tion of 1 to 2m2• The exploitation is undertaken using rudimentary
tools and explosives. The recovered material is removed to the
surface in rubber pails by manual or electric winches.
Infiltrated water is taken out by shaft pumps or using the
rubber pails. The prospectors go down the shaft employing a
winch system with a rubber tyre strap called "cavalo",
The emerald phlogopitic rock is broken and washed mainly
by women and children. Emerald commercialization takes place
in Campo Formoso town, well known in Bahia State, for it lapi-
dary school.
The security and development of the prospecting pits (as
for the Carnaiba field) is controlled by the D. N. P. M. ( National
Department of Mineral Production) in relation with the CRPM
(Company of Ore Resource Exploration, Chief Geologist of the-
se emerald prospects: Pedro Couto).
23rd OUTCROP
Returning to Campo Formoso we take the southwestern
exit along a road which follows the southern border of the granite
at the foot of the hills. After 4km we can see large rounded slabs
on the southern slope.
These outcrops are formed by a strongly gneissified two-
mica granite which contains quartzite enclaves from the roof.
The deformation results from a flattening which causes ro-
tation of the crystals and continues with a ductile deformation,
notably of quartz, in the solid state. Muscovite is present and
deformed along the preferred orientation.
Besides the preferred N8o--74S orientation, a second appa-
rent foliation N60 is caused by continued rotation of the feldspar
crystals in relation to sheet minerals, which is the expression of
the dextral shear which accompanied the flattening.
The resulting lineation is N95 sub-horizontal, NS tension
fractures correspond to the direction of the force which caused
the shear.
It is interesting to note the presence of coarse and fine-grai-
ned facies, where phenocrystals of the former penetrate into the
latter.
Small pegmatite veins are affected by the formation.
The small NS shears in which tourmaline is present post-
date the other deformations. The last NS fractures, developed
under a rigid regime, contain muscovite.
24th OUTCROP
Returning to Campo Formoso, before arriving in the city, we
take the road to the west in the direction of Pocos. We leave this
road after 5km by a track which runs south. 3km further on, we
encounter an interesting large outcrop. The process of muscovi-
tization will be discussed.
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Figure 20.00
Geological map of the Campo Formoso granitic intrusion and its structural
context.
(1) UpperProterozoic cover
(2)Jaguararigranite
(3)Two micaCampoFormoso granite
(4)Porphyritic twomicaCampoFormosogranite
(5) Phyllitesand chloriteschists
(6)Quartzitesand volcanoclastic formations
(7) Serpentinites
(8)Archeangneissand migmatites
(After Rudowski et et., (this Symposium), modified from Couto et et., 1978)
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Figure 24.00
Modal distribution, in the QAP diagram, ofsome Campo Formoso samples.
(analyst R. Boneli Concelcao): the plotted data in the granodiorite field are
essentially from Oliveira et al., (1974).
the late sinistral shears.
A N20 pegmatite vein system is dislocatedby syn-magma-
tic sinistral shear.
Summarizing the observations at the four graniticoutcrops,
the chronology of fonnation of the Campo Formoso massif may
be synthesized as follows:
1) 'Y 0 - biotite-bearing layered granite
2)'Y 1 - coarse muscovite-bearing granite periphericfacies
3)'Y 2a - (1) muscovite poor, fine-grained granite, synchronic
with'Y1
'Y 2a - (2) same fine-grained post- 'Y1 granite with pegmatite
pockets
'Y 2a - (3) same, only aplitic after degassingof fluids)
4)'Y 2b - porphyritic (maingranitic facies)
5)'Y 2c - fine-grained granite (Gongorra Farm) cutting porphyri-
tic granite
6)'Y 3 - veins
The chronologic position of 'Y0 is incertain. It is only clearly
anterior to'Y 2a-(2). From this outcrop we continue to the west
on the road leading from Pocos to the chromite mines of FER-
B'ASA.
Modalanalyses for the granitesare shown in Fig. 24.00.
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The outcrop shows the association of coarse granite with
zoned automorphic phenocrystals, alternating with corredors of
finer-grained, muscovite-poor granite.
Small groups of muscovite crystals accompany the mag-
matic fabric defined by the phenocrystals and the alternation of
facies.
Figure 21.00
Outcrop relation ofthe three granite facies ofthe Campo Formoso massif.
'YL - Layering granite
'YF - Fine grained, aplitic granite with pegmatoid pockets and diluted
features ofthe 'YL granite
P1 - Pegmatite vein
'Y P - Porphyritic two mica granite. The K-feldspar phenocrystals define
magmatic preferred orientation
P2 - Late aplopegmatite
A fine-grained granite cuts the fabric. This lacks muscovite,
buta later transverse pegmatite contains this mineral, which may
be thought to have resulted from late muscovitization affecting
granites and pegmatites. The discussion can be developed
around this point.
Our present view is that the muscovite belongs to the early
magmatic phase, but the crystallisation and mobilization conti-
nued with the passage of late fluids, such as those which filled
At the limits of the massif, one view-point takes in all the
morpho-geological elements.
To the south, the Serra de Jacobina, at whose base the
open pit chromite mines in 45/500S dipping serpentinites which
mark the top of the muscovite-bearing granite. To the west, the
granite is covered by the coarse-grained detrital sedimentsof the
Bebedouro Formation and Carbonates of the Salitre Formation
(UnA Group) ot the Upper Proterozoic, To the SW, the granite
gives way to basementgneisses.
At the side of the road, a few transported blocks give a
sampleof the chromitiferous serpentinite.
On the return to Campo Formoso, a visit to the Lapidary
School is planned.
This school is patronized by the Mines and Energy Secreta-
riat of Bahia State and the Municipality of Campo Formoso. Af-
terwards, we will see the commercialization of emeralds in Cam-
po ForrnosoSquare.
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Figure 25.01
Simplified geological map of the prospecting pits of Carnalba de Baixo;
gneiss (white), serpentinites (black), quartzites (dolled), granite (cross).
26th OUTCROP
Bode prospecting pit.
In this area (fig. 25.01), the serpentinites appear as roof
pendants in the graniteand they are crosscut by aplopegmatitic
joins.
At the contact of a compositeaplopegmatitic (oriented N300
It and dipping 600 to south) with serpentinites, a metasomatic
zonation is observed. It presents imbricated zones with sharp
rectilinear limits.We can identify from internal to externalzones:
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the serpentinites and related to a plagioclasicvein emplacement.
From internal to external zones, we can distinguish the fol-
lowing (Fig.25.10):
• a brown coarse phlogopitic zone presenting crystals of
biotite (0.2 to 3cm) with local apatite concentrations. Chromite is
present only in the outer part of this zone (microscopicthin sec-
tion results).
• a lightbrown,finegrainedphlogopitic zone associatedwith
chromite.
• a phlogopitic zone with talc, chromite and magnetite.
• a talc-chromite-magnetite-serpentinite zone with some
phlogopite which disappearin the external part of this zone.
- a narrow metasomatic zone composed of a biotite and
tremolite association is locally observed. Scheelitemineralization
occurs in these more calcic zones that probably result from the
metamorphic transformation of basic intercalations in the ser-
pentinites.
(2) quartz vein structures: molybdenite-beryl quartz veins
crosscut a metasomaticzone, producing a muscovitisation in the
phlogopitites.
FOURTH DAY
25th OUTCROP
Braulia prospecting pit.
Study of a typical and complete metasomatic zonation de-
veloped at the contact of a plagioclase vein within serpentinites -
aspects of the molybdenite and scheelite mineralizations.
The quarry of Braulia (fig. 25.01) permits the observationof
two types of mineralized structures:
(1)metasomatic structures:
- a representative metasomatic zonation is developed in
SENHOR DO BONFIM - CARNAIBA - SALVADOR
Granitic massif of Carnaiba and emerald prospectingpits of
Braulia and Bode.
The Carnaiba pluton forms a small intrusive occurring in an
antiform structure within Serra de Jacobina (fig.25.00).The main
granitic facies is a mesocratic porphyritic two mica granite, simi-
lar to the Campo. Formoso porphyritic facies. Aplopegmatitic
joins are well expressed and show beryl and sulphide minerali-
zations.
The Carnaiba prospecting pits are developed either in roof
pendants in the Carnaiba granite or in country rocks terranes
(fig. 25.00and 25.01). The emerald bearing zones are similar to
these of Socot6but related to the emplacement of aplopegmatitic
joins and/or plagioclasic veins. An important molybdenite mine-
ralization is encountered either as dissemination or as molybde-
nite bearing-quartz veins, especially in the Marota (80% of the
molybdenite production from Carnaiba) and Trecho Novo pros-
pecting pits, (fig.25.00).
After crossing the essentiallyquartzitic tormanon of the Ser-
ra de Jacobina along the exotic Itapicuru valley we enter in the
different but equally exotic landscape of the Carnaiba emerald
"garimpos".
Figure 25.00
Geological map of Carnalba grar.itic intrusion and its structural context The
legend is the same as in fig. 20.00.
After Rudowski et et; (this Symposium), modified from Santana et al., (1980).
Figure25.10
Melasomatic zonesfrom a plagioclase vein in theserpentinites. Bodepros-
pecting pit (1) plagioclase vein; (2)coarse phlogopitite; (3) finephlogopitite;
(4)composite lalc-phlogopitite; (5)serpentinite.
- a coarse grained phlogopitite (15cm) with green beryl
- a fine grained phlogopitite (35cm)
- a chromite-talc-phlogopitite zone (50cm)
- the serpentinite formations
A small exploration shaft permits the observation of the fol-
lowing phenomena.
- the relation granite/aplopegmatitic join/phlogopitite. An
aplopegmatite join is intercalated between the granite and the
phlogopitite; the granite contact suffers a biotitic alteration proba-
bly related to the circulation of the fluid along the contact zone.
- the development of quartz veins producing a greiseniza-
tion of the Carnaiba granite.
The synthesis of the metasomatic zoning and associated
mineralizations is sketched on fig. 26.00.
27th OUTCROP
Continuing to the south along the track which leads to Jato-
bA, 1km further on we turn left on to the Marreta Farm road. 2km
from the junction a running river 150m SE exposes a large out-
crop in which are united the granitic facies of the Carnaiba
massif.
We see:
- a group of folded gneiss-migmatite as angular blocks,
fragmented, rotated and cut by granites, veins and aplopegmatite
dykes.
- a granite, with layering defined by large biotite crystals
and centimetric, idiomorphic whole feldspar with signs of rotation
to a preferential EW orientation, cuts the migmatite. The layered
granite has some analogies with that of Gongorra Farm in the
Campo Formoso massif.
50(OTO
-
BERYL AND EMERALD
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Figure26.00
Synthetic reconstitution of the metasomatic zonas, paragenesis and related mineralizations oftheemerald district of Carnpo Fonnoso andCamafba.
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- a fine-grained granite occupies most of the SE part of the
outcrop, and sends dykes and veins into the migmatitic gneis-
ses. This is the main facies of the Carnaiba massif.
- a suite of white to pink aplopegmatite dykes, aplites with
pegmatitic borders or pink pegmatites invading the foliation of the
migmatitic gneisses or beryl-containing pegmatites (the only
ones with muscovite) which cut all others.
- two phases of tension fractures with sigmoid quartz infil-
6ngs, one of which is cut by the fine grained granite, the other
preceeding the beryl pegmatites.
Chronologically, we have:
1) Migmatites
2) Intrusion of to with large biotites and well-developed
magmatic preferred orientation.
3) Injection of fine aplites with usually pegmatitic borders,
cut by.
4) Quartz filled tension fractures oriented N75.
5) Intrusion of the fine-grained, muscovite-bearing Carnaiba
granite, cutting the previous fractures, enclosing all previous
rocks in a polymict roof pendant. This is cut by.
6) Quartz-filled tension fractures N25.
7) Intrusion of beryl-muscovite pegmatites.
Returning to Carnaiba de Baixo. We take the route to Car-
naiba de Cima. We cross the village almost abandoned till last
December.
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